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Keep pace with the
heartbeat of healthcare
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From check-in to check-out, each check-up should be a seamless, comfortable experience. Every patient,

guest, care provider and back-office administrator can rest assured that — even in the most demanding of

healthcare environments – we engineer solutions to outlast and outperform with industry-leading ergonomics,
durability and environmental and safety standards.

Because at the end of the day (or shift), it’s all about experiencing a better kind of care.
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For information on our products and their distanced applications,
visit us at sitonit.net/designplan/healthcare.
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Welcome + Waiting
In any healthcare space, lasting comfort can

be as important as first impressions, especially

when managing patient satisfaction is essential.
You can provide a sense of well-being with

well-designed collections that feel as good

as they look and provide peace of mind in a
pandemic-conscious world.

Highlights:
Rest easy with do-it-all design and durability.
Stay distanced and comfortable with safe seating options.

Power ports (optional)
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Patients + Guests
Warm welcomes and comfortable waits are just the beginning of the patient (and guest)

journey. The need to provide a reassuring, supportive experience extends behind closed
doors into the rooms and spaces where they often stay the longest.

Highlights:

Design impactful areas for exams, consultations, treatments and more.
Curate across collections for even greater versatility.
Elevate quality of care with high design and performance.
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Caregivers + Staff
Great care requires great support. And great support

comes from solutions that promote productivity while
reducing stress and preventing injury. When you

engineer for ergonomics, you can provide wellness
for everyone in the care process.

Highlights:

Provide on-call comfort to people constantly in motion.
Work efficiently with design that doesn’t get in the way.
Inject some personality to clinical environments.
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Administrative + Virtual Healthcare
Healthcare is always moving forward, and the rise of virtual healthcare demonstrates
how quickly it can evolve. Keeping up requires solutions that are just as smart,
responsive and adaptable — no matter the place or space.

Highlights:

Build comprehensive workstations for any number of staff.
Enhance setups with convenient add-ons and accessories.
Ensure all-day ergonomics wherever you provide care.
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Community + Learning
Caring is a social experience, and breakthroughs happen
everywhere – even in breakrooms. That’s why healthcare
facilities seek solutions (fixed and flexible) that support
coming together for the greater good.

Highlights:

Create critical collaborating, training and learning spaces.
Provide responsive, agile solutions for audiences of any size.
Offer convenience and comfort for interactive, communal areas.
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Collaboration + Cafe
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Conference + Office
Healthcare organizations are in the business of caring. And they
need workplace products that are equally focused on providing
support – in every aspect of the business. That’s why, when it
comes to offering award-winning, reliable solutions, we’re the
go-to for executives and administrators.

Highlights:

Deploy corporate configurations – from board rooms to private offices.
Choose from airy meshes, featured fabrics, lush leather and more.
Provide the same on-call comfort away from clinical, caring spaces.
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Customization + Turnaround

Products

Fastest shipping in the industry

TASK

Choose from 2-, 5- or 10-day shipping
We cut lead times, sync orders and avoid off-schedule shipments at a rate our competitors just can’t match.
From start to finish, we maximize efficiency in every single area – whether it’s sourcing and logistics or
assembly and production.

Hexy

Focus 2.0

Amplify

Mavic

Ioniq

Vectra

Options for days
Settle into custom comfort and not on choice with the
biggest textile program in the industry. Choose from
over 15,000 options graded-in (and 1,000+ ready to
ship within 10 days), including moisture barrier and
dual upholstery pattern-match options.

Design with ChairBuilder+
Whether providing care at home or at the clinic, you can

create solutions for almost any space with ChairBuilder+

Focus

Novo

Orbix

Torsa

Wit

Knack

— the industry-leading specification and visualization tool.

See your designs come to life in real time with 360-degree,
high-resolution images and access to our extensive
collection of carded textiles.

Visit www.ChairBuilder.com to get started.
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Products

Products

SIDE/STACKING

SIDE/STACKING

Cora

Baja

Sprout

Achieve

Mika

Lumin

Orbix

Focus Side

Rio

Qwiz

Movi

Freelance

InFlex

Relay

Anytime

Rowdy

Sona

ReAlign

EXECUTIVE/CONFERENCE

Prava
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Products

Products

LOUNGE

TABLE/BENCHING

Gobi

Envoi

Cameo

Tensor

Switchback

Aviera

Composium

Visit Modular

Prise

Uni

Ocala

SCREENS

Paséa

Nano
Sector: Worksurface

Doodle: Worksurface

Motif: Worksurface

Sector: Tabletop

Sector: Seating

Sector & Motif: Freestanding
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Products

Social Responsibility + Sustainability

ACCESSORIES

We demonstrate our belief in being a good corporate citizen by constantly looking for ways to
reaffirm the beneficial social impact of our operations locally and globally. We are committed
to maintaining high principles of social responsibility. We are vigilant about being as fair as
possible to our customers, employees and our manufacturing partners — benefitting the
communities in which we operate.
For more information, read our latest Social Responsibility Report at
www.sitonit.net/socialresponsibility.

EON

Current

Mobio

SitOnIt Seating is dedicated to sustainability, from the fabrics we select and the way we
manufacture to how we run our corporate offices. Our efforts have been recognized by
Managing Automation, which listed us as one of its “Progressive 50.”
We work hard to minimize the impact of our manufacturing process and support a healthy
workplace—for our employees and our planet. Our lean manufacturing practice provides
the foundation for our sustainability strategy by eliminating waste, conserving resources and
responsibly designing products for durability and extended life.
Learn more, including our BIFMA Level® Certification, at www.sitonit.net/BIFMA.

Mobile Pedestal

eBEAM

Care and Cleaning

There’s a critically important distinction between cleaning and disinfecting. Knowing the
difference can help ensure safe environments every day.
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SitOnIt Seating Limited Warranty
Exemplis LLC, d.b.a. SitOnIt Seating (hereafter referred to as the Company), warrants to the original end
user that this product will be free from defects in its material and workmanship when used
in a single shift (standard eight-hour day, five days per week) for the following warranty periods:
Lifetime Warranty Coverage: All SitOnIt Seating products, except where noted below.
12-Year Warranty Coverage: Amplify, Torsa, Wit and Novo used in multi-shift (24/7) applications.
All lounge seating and tables.
10-Year Warranty Coverage: Non-Stop Heavy Duty, Freelance Bariatric and chairs purchased with
a Heavy Duty (HD) or Large and Tall (LT) option used in multi-shift (24/7) applications.
5-Year Warranty Coverage: Fabric, foam, knit back, mesh and plastic.
2-Year Warranty Coverage: Fabric and foam cushioning for Non-Stop Heavy Duty, Freelance Heavy Duty
and chairs purchased with an HD or LT option. Multipurpose felt glides.
Submit Warranty Claims Online
To process your warranty claim online, complete a Parts Request on the company portal.

California born and bred
We’re a leading manufacturer of commercial solutions in the U.S. — and #1 in
task chairs. From tables and lounge to screens and more, we’ve been the go-to
destination for comprehensive, build-to-order solutions for almost 25 years.
We combine award-winning design with the fastest lead times around, and
our design and planning services can turn product innovation into your space
inspiration. We’re able to build almost any specification you want, deliver it when
you need it, and offer a level of value no one can match. It’s all part of our indie
California spirit and drive to be the one place you go for any (and every) space.
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For the name and number of your local representative, call, email or visit our website.
SitOnIt Seating 888.274.8664 | sales@sitonit.net | sitonit.net

COVER
PASÉA TEXTILES: Maharam Mode Clavicle (seat), SitOnIt Seating Cue Electric Blue + Pop Apple (back)
OTTOMAN TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Cue Electric Blue (seat), Maharam Mode Clavicle (chassis)
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CORA TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Sili-Tex Leather Stream (seat), CF Stinson Criss Cross (back)
AVIERA TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Sili-Tex Original Mist (seat), DesignTex Leap Tide Pool (back)
PASÉA TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Monterey Flurry (seat), SitOnIt Seating Monterey Citrus (back)
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AVIERA TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Sili-Tex Sterling (seat), SitOnIt Seating Huntington Splash (back)
NANO TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Newport Aqua (chassis); SitOnIt Seating Monterey Glow (chassis)
PASÉA BENCHES TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Monterey Glow
PASÉA LOUNGE TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Newport Aqua (seat), SitOnIt Seating Cue Electric Blue (back)
PASÉA OTTOMANS TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Newport Lemon (chassis), SitOnIt Seating Monterey Glow (top)
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INFLEX LIGHT TASK/ FREELANCE TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Venice Blue Skies
AVIERA TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Sili-Tex Original Sky + Slide Snow (seat), DesignTex Otto Aqua (back)
CORA TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Sili-Tex Leather Twilight (seat), SitOnIt Seating Motion Midnight (back)
INFLEX LIGHT TASK TEXTILE: DesignTex Tweed Multi Turquoise
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AMPLIFY TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Huntington Clover
NOVO TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Laguna Icicle
FOCUS: SitOnIt Seating Huntington Splash
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GOBI TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Newport Lemon
WIT TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Huntington Splash
NOVO+MIKA TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Dash Tiffany
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MOVI TASK STOOL TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Pop Electric Blue (seat), Electric Blue Mesh (back)
MOVI NESTER TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Cue Fog (seat), Apple Mesh (back)
P/12-13
COMPOSIUM SHARP TEXTILE: DesignTex Ulster Yellow
VISIT MODULAR TEXTILES: SitOnIt Seating Dash Dove (seat), Dash Lime (back)
NANO (diamond) TEXTILE: Momentum Cover Cloth Platinum
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CAMEO TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Coronado Champagne
SONA TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Huntington Natural
WIT TEXTILE: SitOnIt Seating Venice Gold Dusk
ALSO SHOWN: Switchback height-adjustable table, Ocala flip table, Tensor table, EON,
Prise benching, King Cobra monitor arm, Mobio monitor arm, Current power unit, wire basket

6415 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630
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